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May the truth set you free, 
for the infinite benefit of liberating all. 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Please ensure that before you begin The Orange Pentalight ebook you: 

1) Have completed ‘A Blue Beginning’ - The Truth Unveiled.

2) Have allowed yourself the required timeframe of 3 weeks from the completion of ‘A Blue 
Beginning’.

3) Have activated (unlocked) The Orange Pentalight energies using the activation code & 
instructions on the next page.

Once you have unlocked the energies, you are ready to begin.  
With love, we wish you well on your Orange Pentalight journey! 
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Activating (Unlocking) The Orange Pentalight Energies: 
Before opening up to these beautiful Orange Pentalight 
energies, it is very important that you firstly activate or 
‘unlock’ the energies in this ebook. Once this is completed, 
you will then be ready to begin!

The activation is a very simple process, done by yourself, using 
a specially embedded activation code to ‘unlock’ the energies 
in this ebook. The four step process is outlined below and 
should only take you around five minutes or so to complete.

(For more information about the activation codes or the 
activation process - please visit our Activation Codes FAQ's).

1) Preparation: 
Please sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, and ensure that you will not be 
disturbed for at least 5 minutes or so. Perhaps you wish to play some so0thing or relaxing music, 
light some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience. 

2) Invocation: 
Invoke the activation (‘unlocking’) by placing your hands together, fingertips touching in prayer 
position and saying the following:

3) Receiving: 
If you wish to, you can now just sit for a few minutes as the energies are unlocked for you. After this 
period of time, as you feel ready, you may wish to give thanks. The activation is now complete!

4) Understanding: 
Once you have completed your activation, we ask that you now read through - “Activation Codes and 
Suggested Timeframes". This will only take around a minute or so and will help you to receive the 
maximum benefits from all of these healing energies, attunements and practices. After this, you are 
now ready to begin opening up and receiving these beautiful Orange Pentalight energies! May you 
enjoy these with much love & light and with an intention to benefit all beings.

***********
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“With infinite grace, I ask humbly and clearly to activate the 
energies for The Orange Pentalight.  

With the unique activation code 9948732 may this be so.  
May this activation benefit all beings.  

Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”
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Foreword: 
It is with much love & light that we welcome you here to another significant step forwards on your 
pathway to ascension. Having now completed A Blue Beginning, you have taken a very profound 
step into ‘The New Truth Consciousness’ and into more unity, oneness and truth in your life. 
Congratulations! 

Throughout these last few years, you have moved through some very, very deep healing and as part 
of this, you have also been guided towards releasing many layers of untruth and separation from 
within. And it is only because of your determination, dedication and courage for these practices that 
you have now arrived at this point, standing firmly, peacefully and lovingly in ‘The New Truth 
Consciousness’. With much love in our hearts, we again wish to congratulate you on this most 
significant and wondrous achievement!

Looking forwards then to the pathway that lies ahead and it is here, during The Organise Pentalight, 
that you will be invited to move more deeply into this beautiful ‘New Truth Consciousness’ as you 
are guided towards building your own very special ‘Higher Truth Consciousness’ platform for the 
infinite benefit of all.

As you continue to progress forwards on this Ascended Pathway, these Higher Truth Consciousness 
foundations (being built here during The Orange Pentalight) will become extremely important for 
the many new realisations, awakenings and karmic fruits that are still to be received through The 
Purple Priah (divine awakening), The Green Garden Of Light (enjoying your karmic fruits) and 
beyond!   

The Orange Penta l ight then 
becomes a wonderful step forwards 
into the Higher Truth Consciousness 
as well as being a divinely important 
precursor to the two volumes of 
energies still to come on this 
Ascended Pathway. 

During these Orange Pentalight 
energies, you will be guided into 
m a n y n e w t r u t h s ( o n e n e s s 
frequencies) as you release and let 
go of many deeper layers of 
separation and untruth from within. We hope that you will enjoy building your wonderful ‘Higher 
Truth Consciousness’ platform and may this bring immeasurable benefit, truth and love into the 
collective being! 

Get The Most Current Version Of The Orange Pentalight Ebook! 
Please note that this ebook is updated as further information comes to light, therefore before you 
begin, and periodically throughout your attunements if you wish, please visit our website to check 
you have the most current version. The version number and date are listed in the bottom right hand 
corner of each page of the book and only the version on our website will always be the most current.
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An Introduction To The Orange Pentalight: 
With our deepest love, we wish to again welcome you here to The Orange Pentalight. In the coming 
months ahead, you will be continuing your journey into higher truth, peace and love as you continue 
building your ‘Higher Truth Consciousness’ platform for the infinite benefit of all. And to help explain 
this in more detail, let us now share the introductory message which was received from The Guides:

“Welcome dearest ones to The Orange Pentalight. Having now completed A Blue Beginning and 
the ascension through ‘The Blue Truth Awakening’ into the ‘Higher Truth Consciousness’ you are now fully 

prepared energetically for embarking on this further journey into Truth. 

Throughout The Orange Pentalight you will be receiving many healing and purifying frequencies to help further 
release the impurities locking untruths in place. Through healing layers of deception we uncover new depths of 

understanding and this cycle of growth repeats itself throughout your journey here. 

When open and ready, Chapter 4 brings further a new unprecedented birth of truth, blossoming energies for 
the benefit of all - and Chapter 5 brings out the full emergence of The Orange Pentalight. Once lit and glowing 

radiantly, The Orange Penlight forms a steadfast foundation of Higher Truth Consciousness from which to 
found your life upon. It is a strength, a Divine weakness and a solemn wisdom for all to benefit from. 

Go well on your journey of truth and trust in the Divine presence of Truth Seekers, for once your light is lit, 
you will become one with them and them with you, opening further portals of guidance from Divine Beings. 

May the Truth-Wisdom set you free and guide you further to ascension for the infinite liberation of all.” 
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An Outline Of The Orange Pentalight: 
The energies of The Orange Pentalight can be received over a period of around 12 months and to 
help you understand the practices and timeframes for the pathway that lies ahead, we kindly refer 
you to the table below:
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The Orange Pentalight 
“Higher Truth Consciousness And Beyond”

Chapter Name Information Timeframe

1
Light One:  

The Orange Star Truth 
Awakening

Alternating Symbol Practices 
and rest days (79 days) approx. 11 weeks

2
Light Two:  

A New Level Of 
Understanding -  

The Orange Truth

Alternating Symbol Practices 
and rest days (82 days) approx. 12 weeks

3
Light Three:  

The Orange Light 
Reconciliation

Alternating Symbol Practices 
and rest days (66 days) approx. 9 weeks

4 Light Four:  
New Truth Arises

New Truth Invocation and three 
phases of alternating Symbol 
Practices and rest days (43 

days)
approx. 6 weeks

5
Light Five:  

The Orange Pentalight 
Emergence Of Truth

Alternating Symbol Practices 
and rest days (89 days) approx. 13 weeks

2 weeks rest before commencing “The Purple Priah”

Total Completion Time for The Orange Pentalight = 51 weeks (approx. 12 months)
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The Orange Pentalight 
Chapter One: Light 1 -  

“The Orange Star Truth Awakening” 

Welcome to Chapter One - Light 1 -  
The Orange Star Truth Awakening 

An Introduction To The Orange Pentalight - Chapter One: 
With a deep sense of oneness, truth and peace, we welcome you here to Chapter One - The Orange 
Star Truth Awakening. Here, we start the process of creating a Higher 
Truth foundation for the infinite benefit of all with these beautifully 
‘awakening’ energies! 

The Chapter One energies can be received in just under 3 months and 
there are four phases to be competed during this time. Within each 
phase, you will be asked to work with a number of symbol practices to 
help call on and receive the necessary ascension based energies. 

With much love, we hope that you will enjoy your beautiful Orange Star 
Truth Awakening and may these new energies help to bring many new 
understandings, realisations and truths into your life!   
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1. An Outline Of Chapter One: Light 1 - The Orange Star Truth 
Awakening: 
In order to help you with your practices here for these Chapter One energies, let us now provide you 
with a simple overview and timetable for the practices and suggested timeframes that are required 
here during the four main phases.  
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Chapter One: Light 1  
The Orange Star Truth Awakening

Phase Days Practice

One: 
 ‘Conditioning’

1 - 14 PELLEEZE Symbol Practice (14 days)

15 - 21 7 days rest

Two: 
 

‘Invocation’

22 - 28 Invoke the energies of  
The Orange Star Truth Awakening each day for 7 days

29 1 day rest

30 - 34 OPTREEZE Symbol Practice (5 days)

35 - 48 14 days rest

Three: 
 ‘Opening’

49 - 60 EMTEEZE Symbol Practice (12 days)

61 - 63 3 days rest

Four:  
‘Welcoming’

64 - 77 OMTEEZE Symbol Practice (14 days)

78 - 79 2 days rest

Total Time For Chapter One = 79 days 
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2. The Chapter One Practices: 
Before commencing Chapter One and the symbol practices, we wish to remind you here that it is 
very important to firstly activate The Orange Pentalight energies as per the below information. 

NOTE: Before commencing the Chapter One practices, please ensure that you have activated 
(unlocked) The Orange Pentalight energies prior to commencing.

The activation / unlocking process is a simple 5 minute process which unlocks the 
energies and gives you access to them. Once you have unlocked the energies, this 
means that all The Orange Pentalight energies have been activated specifically for 
you. 

You are therefore then ready to continue your Orange Pentalight journey 
by working through this ebook, at your own pace and receiving the 
energies as you feel guided. 

If you have not yet activated / unlocked The Orange 
Pentalight energies for yourself, you may do this 
by following the instructions on Page IV of this 
ebook. 

Once you have ‘activated’ the energies in line with the instructions on Page IV you will now be ready 
to walk into the practical aspects of The Orange Pentalight. For now, we hope that you will enjoy 
your Orange Star Truth Awakening and may these energies help to bring immeasurable benefit to 
the collective being!
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Phase One: Conditioning - Symbol Practice - PELLEEZE (Days 1 - 14)

PELLEEZE 
(pronounced Pill - eeze) 

Please place the symbol PELLEEZE into the Crown Chakra once per day for 14 days, for 3 minutes 
each time. (You can repeat this more than once per day should you wish).

Rest for 7 days (Days 15 -  21)
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Phase Two: Invocation 

Part A)  - Invoke the Energies (Days 22 - 28)
Once per day for seven consecutive days, please say the following invocation (with 
hands in prayer position) to invoke the energies of the The Orange Star Truth Awakening:

Part B)  - Rest for 1 day (Day 29)

Part C) - Symbol Practice - OPTREEZE (Days 30 - 34)
Please place the symbol OPTREEZE (pronounced Op - treez) into the Crown Chakra three times per 
day for 5 days, for 4 minutes each time. Imagine orange light flowing through the Crown Chakra.

Part D) - Rest for 14 days (Days 35 -  48)
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“I open to the light of The Orange Star Truth Awakening.  
May its Divine radiance glow through me for the  

infinite benefit of awakening truth for All.  
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

Optreeze

OPTREEZE How To Draw OPTREEZE
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6
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Phase Three: Opening - Symbol Practice - EMTEEZE (Days 49 - 60)

EMTEEZE 
(pronounced Emm - teeze) 

Please place the symbol EMTEEZE into the Crown Chakra four times per day for 12 days, for 2 
minutes each time. Imagine the Crown Chakra opening (it needs to open a lot to let the energies in)!

Rest for 3 days (Days 61 -  63)
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Phase Four: Welcoming - Symbol Practice - OMTEEZE (Days 64 - 77)

OMTEEZE 
(pronounced Omm - teeze) 

Please place the symbol OMTEEZE into the Heart Chakra three times per day for 14 days, for 8 
minutes each time.

“The connection to the new energies begins. During the 14 days, new awakening energies  
will pour through the Crown and Heart Chakras simultaneously.  

The Orange Star Truth Awakening is upon you. Embrace its brilliance with love.”

Rest for 2 days (Days 78 -  79) before commencing Chapter Two
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The Orange Pentalight 
Chapter Two: Light 2 -  

“A New Level Of Understanding - The Orange Truth” 

Welcome to Chapter Two - Light 2 -  
A New Level Of Understanding - The Orange Truth 

An Introduction To The Orange Pentalight - Chapter Two: 
We welcome you here to ‘A New Level Of Understanding’ with much love and to help us introduce 
these new energies, let us share the message that was received from the Guide Pleteeze:

“Welcome dear ones to the second chapter of The Orange Pentalight. As most are already 
aware, the truth plays a significant role in reaching Higher Consciousness, for as we unveil 

the untruth, our energetic vibration can shed these deceptions and raise for the benefit of all. 
Throughout Chapter Two we work on solidifying the truths engrained so far, in order to 

strengthen the platform on which you stand. Ensuring a stable platform of truth, ensures a 
well founded ability to raise one’s vibration effectively and efficiently as required.  

We must build a strong foundation of truth in order to reach our goals of one-ness and unity. 
With this said let it be so.” Pleteeze. 
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1. An Outline Of Chapter Two: Light 2 - A new Level Of 
Understanding - The Orange Truth: 
As you can see from the below summary table, the practices for Chapter Two take on a very similar 
format to Chapter One. We hope that you will enjoy receiving this new layer of truth and may you 
radiate these energies beautifully for the entire collective consciousness!

 

2. The Chapter Two Practices: 
Please find the Chapter Two practices beginning on the next page.
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Chapter Two: Light 2  
A New Level Of Understanding  

- The Orange Truth

Phase Days Practice

One: 
‘Unveiling’

1 - 17 BRIONNE Symbol Practice (17 days)

18 - 21 4 days rest

Two: 
‘Digging 
Deeper’

22 - 35 SAPPONNE Symbol Practice (14 days)

36 - 37 2 days rest

Three: 
‘Final 

Cleaning’

38 - 58 OSSONNE Symbol Practice (21 days)

59 - 65 7 days rest

Four: 
‘Initialisation’

66 - 79 WOPPSONNE Symbol Practice (14 days)

80 - 82 3 days rest

Total Time For Chapter Two = 82 days 
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Phase One: Unveiling - Symbol Practice - BRIONNE (Days 1 - 17)

BRIONNE 
“Unveiling The Untruth Deception” 

(pronounced Brai - on) 

Please place the symbol BRIONNE into the Heart Chakra once per day for 17 days, for 4 minutes each 
time. If you wish to, you can imagine the energies circulating the body and filtering out any untruths 
that are ready to be released (like a dialysis machine ‘cleaning’ your energy system).

“Throughout Phase One each of the energetic frequencies (symbols) helps to, step by step, unveil or  
uncover any untruths ready to be surrendered. During this time there may be much tension and fatigue  

in the body as these frequencies are being pushed out. Remain focused on the outcome of unveiling  
and releasing untruths for the infinite benefit of realising Pure Truth for all”. 

** Gerry found massage particularly helpful at this level to help remove the tension and energies! 

Rest for 4 days (Days 18 -  21)
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Phase Two: Digging Deeper - Symbol Practice - SAPPONNE (Days 22 - 35)

SAPPONNE 
“Digging Deeper To Raise More Untruths  

From The Depths Of The Old Consciousness” 

(pronounced Sap - on) 

Please place the symbol SAPPONNE into the Heart Chakra three times per day for 14 days, for 8 
minutes each time.

Rest for 2 days (Days 36 -  37)
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Phase Three: Final Cleaning - Symbol Practice - OSSONNE (Days 38 - 58)

OSSONNE 
“Final Cleaning” 

(pronounced Oh - sonn) 

Please place the symbol OSSONNE into the Crown Chakra twice per day for 21 days, for 14 minutes 
each time.

“An expanded version of Phase One. Here the energies are again circulated throughout the body,  
but at a deeper more intrinsic level, to bring out the impurities holding untruths in place.” 

Rest for 7 days (Days 59 -  65)
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Phase Four: Initialisation - Symbol Practice - WOPPSONNE (Days 66 - 79)

WOPPSONNE 
“Initialisation” 

(pronounced Whop - sonn) 

Please place the symbol WOPPSONNE into the Heart Chakra twice per day for 14 days, for 3 - 4 
minutes each time.

“Initialisation. New energies begin merging. Orange Truth Highlights are visible.  
New understandings arise. The Orange Truth speaks.” 

Rest for 3 days (Days 80 -  82)
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Additional Insights Into Truth and Untruth:
At the end of the Woppsonne symbol practice, Marty and Gerry did indeed receive new 
understandings as The Orange Truth ‘spoke’. The new understandings came in the form of an 
energetic ascension where more pieces of untruths were uncovered and healed. For Gerry there were 
three untruths uncovered here. These untruths were uncovered from within her but in addition to 
this, she gained the realisation that these are also ‘general’ untruths that many people carry within 
themselves. These ‘untruths’ were understood as follows: 

The distorted view of oneself. Through a distorted untruth mirror, we constantly see 
untrue reflections of who we are. I am too fat, too thin, too slow, too dumb, too XXXX - whatever 
it is that your ego has distorted to make you feel unworthy. Let us now smash all of these 
untruth ‘mirrors’ so that we can see ourselves for who we TRULY are!

The feeling of failure, no purpose, why am I here? Underlying this feeling is the 
deception that our divine gift, our divine purpose / our reason for being here is hidden. Under a 
blanket of untruth, this divine gift is lying dormant, just waiting to be uncovered (i.e. so that we 
may serve humanity and the world with our precious and divinely unique essence). This is the gift 
that brings happiness into our being and allows us to share these happy feelings and gifts with all.

Being stuck in a repetitive, emotional cycle of pain. Here the untruth has us quite 
literally ‘stuck’ in an emotional trauma or pain, which we play over and over within us to prevent 
us from moving forward into happiness. It may be something as significant as a death that we are 
grieving or something as simple as a small wrong-doing that we just cannot move past. Either 
way, the untruth here is that we must suffer as we sit in this space, thereby not finding happiness. 
The truth here then is that we do indeed deserve happiness - every single one of us!

Repeatedly, the message being received during this time was “the truth will set you free” but not in a 
simple one-dimensional way in which you may have heard this phrase before. For the truth 
realisations coming from these energies are far more multi-dimensional, interwoven through many 
layers of ourselves. Once these truths are opened, acknowledged and recognised, the truth really can 
set us free in so many ways! It allows us to see ourselves for who we TRULY are. It allows us to share 
our divine gift, feel our divine purpose for being here and allows us to realise that we are here for a 
very important and divine reason. The truth frees us from unhappiness by releasing our 
deeply ingrained sufferings which have manifested through deep untruths. 

In essence, all untruth is based on separation;  
anything that our ‘ego’ can use to cause us pain and suffering  

and to maintain control so that we do not realise our divine truth,  
our one-ness and our happiness.  

 
This makes the truth that is spoken of here in this ‘Higher Truth 

Consciousness’ one of the most precious and profound teachings so far  
as we heal and awaken at this very deep level!   

May the truth set you free - for the infinite benefit of liberating all. 
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The Orange Pentalight 
Chapter Three: Light 3 -  

“The Orange Light Reconciliation” 

Welcome to Chapter Three - Light 3 -  
The Orange Light Reconciliation 

An Introduction To The Orange Pentalight - Chapter Three: 
Having reached ‘A New Level Of Understanding’, we are delighted to welcome you to The Orange 
Light Reconciliation where you can feel a deeper layer of peace & harmony, as the Guides explain:

“Embarking on Chapter Three brings together a reconciliation of truth and 
wellness at a new deeper and more highlighted level of understanding. Previously, 

the wellness of the physical body has been attacked or breached by untruth 
‘bombs’ of hindrance, so with many of these surface level untruths now in the 

process of removal, the body can begin to regain a new balance, a new status quo. 

Here the energies are far more aligned than previously and bring together a unique 
harmony of love, peace and truth for the continued benefit of your journey 

forwards. In truth, there is peace. In peace, there is truth.” 
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1. An Outline Of Chapter Three: Light 3 - The Orange Light 
Reconciliation: 
The practices of Chapter Three are again very similar from the previous two chapters and include  
four main symbols and four phases as shown here below:

 

2. The Chapter Three Practices: 
Please find the Chapter Three practices beginning on the next page.
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Chapter Three: Light 3  
The Orange Light Reconciliation

Phase Days Practice

One: 
‘Reconciliation 

Part A’

1 - 7 OMSHONNE Symbol Practice (7 days)

8 - 21 14 days rest

Two: 
‘Reconciliation 

Part B’

22 - 28 MEETRONNE Symbol Practice (7 days)

29 - 35 7 days rest

Three: 
‘Reconciliation 

Agreement’

36 - 39 BIOPPSHONNE Symbol Practice (4 days)

40 - 42 3 days rest

Four: 
‘Completion’

43 - 59 ROMTONNE Symbol Practice (17 days)

60 - 66 7 days rest

Total Time For Chapter Three =  66 days 
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Phase One: Reconciliation Part A - Symbol Practice - OMSHONNE (Days 1 - 7)

OMSHONNE 
(pronounced Om - shon) 

Please place the symbol OMSHONNE into the Heart Chakra three times per day for 7 days, for 4 
minutes each time.

Rest for 14 days (Days 8 -  21)
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Phase Two: Reconciliation Part B - Symbol Practice - MEETRONNE (Days 22 - 28)

MEETRONNE 
(pronounced Mee - tron) 

Please place the symbol MEETRONNE into the Crown Chakra twice per day for 7 days, for 4 minutes 
each time.

Rest for 7 days (Days 29 -  35)
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Phase Three: Reconciliation Agreement - Symbol Practice - BIOPPSHONNE  
(Days 36 - 39)

BIOPPSHONNE 
(pronounced Bai - Op - shon) 

Please place the symbol BIOPPSHONNE into the Crown Chakra three times per day for 4 days, for 8 
minutes each time. The Guides explained this phase to be “the turn of the tide”.

Rest for 3 days (Days 40 -  42)
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Phase Four: Completion - Symbol Practice - ROMTONNE (Days 43 - 59)

ROMTONNE 
(pronounced Rom - ton) 

Please place the symbol ROMTONNE into the Heart Chakra twice per day for 17 days, for 5 - 7 
minutes each time.

Rest for 7 days (Days 60 - 66)
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The Orange Pentalight 
Chapter Four: Light 4 -  

“New Truth Arises” 

Welcome to Chapter Four - Light 4 -  
New Truth Arises 

An Introduction To The Orange Pentalight - Chapter Four: 
With much love, we welcome you here to these rewarding and uplifting 
energies - New Truth Arises. To help us introduce these beautiful energies, 
let us share the loving words of the Guide Beemonne:

“Welcome to Chapter Four, the fourth of five lights in this epic unveiling. Here at 
this level you have walked far to uncover, heal and reconcile many energies within 
your being. It is with no doubt that we therefore welcome you to this precious new 
step in your ascension revolution, for here, a great many remarkable frequencies 

are yours for the unveiling.  Know here that each of you will uncover different 
aspects of truth depending on your karma, your will and your intention. Therefore please do set your intention 
to benefit all - broadly! Our final comment at this level is to be true to yourself and unfold what is required for 

you, in order to continue your heart’s growth forward. Know yourself and go well.”  
With love, Beemonne. 
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1. An Outline Of Chapter Four: Light 4 - New Truth Arises: 
The Chapter Four energies are received over four main phases and will be using a very similar format 
to each of the previous three chapters. And with this, let us lovingly refer you to the summary table 
below for an overview of the required practices for ‘New Truth Arises’.

 

2. The Chapter Four Practices: 
Please find the Chapter Four practices beginning o the next page.
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Chapter Four: Light 4  
New Truth Arises

Phase Days Practice

One: 
‘Intention & 
Invocation’

1 - 5 New Truth Invocation (5 days)

Two: 
‘New truth 
Integration’

6 - 9 ROSSA Symbol Practice (4 days)

10 - 12 3 days rest

Three: 
‘New Truth 
Foundation’

13 - 20 EXSSA Symbol Practice (8 days)

21 - 22 2 days rest

Four: 
‘New Truth 

Blossoming’

23 - 36 RHISA Symbol Practice (14 days)

37 - 43 7 days rest

Total Time For Chapter Four =  43 days 
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Phase One: Intention & Invocation (Days 1 - 5)

Placing the hands in prayer position, please say the following invocation once or twice per day (as 
you feel guided to) for five consecutive days.

After completing the five days of invocation, please move straight into Phase Two (i.e there are no 
rest days in between). 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“With deep, compassionate and divine brilliance,  
I ask with love to turn the key to New Truth.  

 
May I be open and clear for these new energies  

to immerse within me and radiate through me for  
the infinite liberation of all.  

 
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

[Please feel free to add your own specific  
intention here also if you wish]
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Phase Two: New Truth Integration - Symbol Practice - ROSSA (Days 6 - 9)

ROSSA 
(pronounced Ross - ah) 

Please place the symbol ROSSA into the Heart Chakra eight times per day for 4 days, for 1 - 2 minutes 
each time.

Rest for 3 days (Days 10 - 12)
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Phase Three: New Truth Foundation - Symbol Practice - EXSSA (Days 13 - 20)

EXSSA 
(pronounced Ex - sah) 

Please place the symbol EXSSA into the Heart Chakra twice per day for 8 days, for 1 - 2 minutes each 
time.

Rest for 2 days (Days 21 - 22)
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Phase Four: New Truth Blossoming - Symbol Practice - RHISA (Days 23 - 36)

RHISA 
(pronounced Ree - sah) 

Please place the symbol RHISA into the Heart Chakra once per day for 14 days, for 8 minutes each 
time.

Rest for 7 days (Days 37 - 43)
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“The Orange Pentalight Emergence Of Truth” 

Welcome to Chapter Five - Light 5 -  
The Orange Pentalight Emergence Of Truth 

An Introduction To The Orange Pentalight - Chapter Five: 
We are delighted to welcome you here to the final chapter of these beautiful teachings - The Orange 
Pentalight Emergence Of Truth. This is a truly wonderful step forwards on your ascension journey as 
you align beautifully with the ‘Higher Truth Consciousness’, as the Guides explain:

“Welcome dear ones to the fifth and final chapter of  
The Orange Pentalight. Here a many great things are unfolding  

in alignment with your Higher Truth Consciousness. 

The pathway here becomes narrower but more focused.  
Enjoy.” 
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1. An Outline Of Chapter Five: Light 5 - The Orange Pentalight 
Emergence Of Truth: 
To receive this final Chapter of The Orange Pentalight, we will again be calling on four main symbols 
over four phases of awakening, truth and alignment. The practices and suggested timeframes for The 
Orange Penlight Emergence Of Truth are outlined here in the below table:

 

2. The Chapter Five Practices: 
Please find the Chapter Five practices beginning on the next page:
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Chapter Five: Light 5  
The Orange Pentalight  
Emergence Of Truth  

Phase Days Practice

One: 
‘Energetic 

Awakening Part 1’

1 - 21 ERYOLEE Symbol Practice (21 days)

22 - 28 7 days rest

Two: 
‘Energetic 

Awakening Part 2’

29 - 56 BRYOLEE Symbol Practice (28 days)

57 - 59 3 days rest

Three: 
‘Pentalight Casting’

60 - 73 OXOLEE Symbol Practice (14 days)

74 - 76 3 days rest

Four: 
‘The Orange 

Pentalight Is Lit!’

77 - 89 SEEYON Symbol Practice (13 days)

90 - 103 14 days rest

Total Time For Chapter Five =   103 days 
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Phase One: Symbol Practice - ERYOLEE (Days 1 - 21)

ERYOLEE  
“Energetic Awakening Part 1” 

(pronounced Ear - Oh - lee) 

Please place the symbol ERYOLEE into the Crown Chakra four times per day for 21 days, for 1 - 2 
minutes each time.

Rest for 7 days (Days 22 -  28)
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Phase Two: Symbol Practice - BRYOLEE (Days 29 - 56)

BRYOLEE 
“Energetic Awakening Part 2” 

(pronounced Brai - Oh - lee) 

Please place the symbol BRYOLEE into the Throat Chakra three times per day for 28 days, for 1 - 2 
minutes each time.

Rest for 3 days (Days 57 -  59)
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Phase Three: Symbol Practice - OXOLEE (Days 60 - 73)

OXOLEE 
“Pentalight Casting” 

(pronounced Ox - Oh - lee) 

Please place the symbol OXOLEE into the Heart Chakra twice per day for 14 days, for 3 - 4 minutes 
each time.

“Here the Pentalight key is turned and the energies begin to cast their light within you. A great many layers 
have been peeled away in order to reach this new depth of Truth Light.” 

Rest for 3 days (Days 74 -  76)
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Phase Four: Symbol Practice - SEEYON (Days 77 - 89)

SEEYON 
“The Orange Pentalight Is Lit” 

(pronounced See - on) 

Please place the symbol SEEYON into the Heart Chakra three times per day for 13 days, for 5 - 8 
minutes each time.

“Glowing from deep within you The Orange Penlight is now fully functional and effervescent. The truth shines 
brightly from your core and you are now far less ‘rocked’ by untruths. When we hold truth at our core, all 

elements within us reflect this and our day to day life also reflects this new sense of being.  
The Higher Truth Consciousness is now awakened and fully functioning, bringing great new depths of stability, 

reassurance and peace from within. Go well with your Orange Penlight lit and glowing!” 

Rest for 14 days (Days 90 -  103)
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Congratulations!  
You have now 

completed  
The Orange 
Pentalight! 

“Congratulations dear ones, you have achieved a great pinnacle milestone at the completion of  
Chapter Five and The Orange Pentalight. Know that your new-found foundation of limitless truth will 

bring you to higher and higher places as you transcend 
the darkest of untruth.  

 
With great warmth, we wish you many blessings on your 

journey forwards, knowing that with  
truth at your core, there will be less obstacles moving 

forward.  

Use your innate power of truth-wisdom to guide you 
further towards ascension for the infinite benefit of all.  

 
May truth be with you always.” 
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3. Final Comments: 
It is with great love and happiness that we congratulate you here on reaching this important 
milestone. Having now received all of The Orange Pentalight energies, you have been guided 
towards many new Truth awakenings that will be continuing to provide you with many new truths, 
realisations and understandings over the coming weeks and months ahead. 

Throughout this time, you have built your higher truth foundations as you received each of these 
sets of energies and as we mentioned during the introductory sections of this course, The Orange 
Pentalight energies and your new Higher Truth Consciousness platform will now be helping you very 
profoundly on your journey forwards.

***

For those who would like a certificate for completing The Orange Pentalight, we kindly ask that you 
click on the link to be taken to our website where you can download a certificate for this course in 
PDF format. Simply print it out and fill it in as you wish. Congratulations once again!

Looking forwards now to the journey that lies ahead and we are delighted to say that with your 
Higher Truth platform now built, you are able to enjoy the many new awakenings and delicious 
karmic fruits that await you! 

For example, The Purple Priah will be guiding you through a period of divine ‘awakening’ as you 
spring-board upwards from your Higher Truth foundations into a beautiful awakening for the 
infinite benefit of all. These Purple Priah teachings can be commenced after two weeks from the 
completion of The Orange Pentalight and we look forward to walking alongside you once more on 
this wonderful journey of awakening, alignment and rejuvenation!  

Once you complete The Purple Priah, you will then be invited to move into the energies of The Green 
Garden Of Light and it is here that you will be offered the chance to enjoy the karmic fruits that have 
now ripened due to your divine healing efforts & your immense dedication to these practices.

From this point, The Purple Priah (a period of divine 
awakening) and The Green Garden Of Light (enjoying your 
karmic fruits) are both very important precursors to ‘The 
New Crystal Consciousness’. Here, you will be guided once 
again to transition into an entirely new dimensional 
frequency and an entirely new pathway for the infinite 
benefit of all. Wonderful!

For now though, we do indeed hope to see you again as we 
head into this next phase of ‘divine awakening’ through the 
Purple Priah teachings. May you continue to radiate these 
beautiful ‘New Consciousness’ energies for the divine benefit 
of all beings and may these energies help to bring much love, 
light and joy into your life also.

With many Orange Pentalight Blessings,
Marty & Gerry Donnelly 
Love Inspiration 
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May the truth set you free, 
for the infinite benefit of liberating all. 
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